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Abstract

Current dosimetry protocols require geometrical refer-
ence conditions for the determination of absorbed dose
in external radiotherapy. Whenever these geometrical
conditions cannot be maintained the application of addi-
tional corrections becomes necessary, in principle. The
current DIN6800-2 protocol includes a corresponding
factor kNR, but numerical values are lacking and no
definite information about the magnitude of this correc-
tion is available yet.
This study presents Monte-Carlo based calculations
within the 6 MV-X photon field of a linear accelerator
for a common used ion chamber (PTW31010) employ-
ing the EGSnrc code system. The linear accelerator
model was matched to measurements, showing good
agreement and is used as a realistic source. The indivi-
dual perturbation correction factors as well as the
resulting correction factor kNR were calculated as a
function of depth for three field sizes, as a function of
central axis distance for the largest field and within the
build-up region. The behaviour of the ion chamber was
further investigated for an idealized hypothetical field
boundary.
Within the field of the linear accelerator where charged
particle equilibrium is achieved the factor kNR was
generally below �0.5%. In the build-up region a depth
dependent correction of up to 2% was calculated when
positioning the chamber according to DIN6800-2. Mini-
mizing the depth dependence of the corrections in the
build-up region lead to a slightly different positioning of
Monte-Carlo-basierte Untersuchung von Kor-

rektionsfaktoren für die Ionisationskammer-

Dosimetrie von Photonen unter Nicht-Refe-

renzbedingungen

Zusammenfassung

Zur Ermittlung der Wasser-Energiedosis in der Dosime-
trie hochenergetischer Strahlung werden geometrische
Referenzbedingungen gefordert. Können diese nicht ein-
gehalten werden, so wird die Anwendung zusätzlicher
Korrektionsfaktoren neben den bekannten Korrektionen
im Prinzip nötig. Im aktuellen DIN6800-2-Dosimetrie-
Protokoll wurde ein ensprechender Faktor kNR ein-
geführt, allerdings bisher ohne Zahlenwerte und defini-
tive Informationen zu seiner Größenordnung.
In dieser Arbeit wurde unter Anwendung von Monte-
Carlo-Simulationen das Verhalten einer gebräuchlichen
Ioniationskammer (PTW31010) im 6 MV-X-Photo-
nenfeld untersucht. Das Modell eines Linearbeschleuni-
gers wurde an entsprechende Messungen angepasst und
als realistische Strahlungsquelle genutzt. Sowohl ein-
zelne Störungsfaktoren als auch der resultierende
Gesamtkorrektionsfaktor kNR wurden als Funktion der
Tiefe für drei Feldgrößen, als Funktion des Abstands
zur Zentralachse für das größte Feld und im Aufbau-
bereich berechnet. Das Verhalten der Ionisationskam-
mer wurde weiterhin innerhalb einer hypothetischen
Feldgrenze untersucht. Solange Sekundärelektronen-
gleichgewicht existiert, weicht der Faktor kNR um
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the ion chamber as currently recommended. In regions
of the hypothetical field boundary with missing charged
particle equilibrium and high dose gradients, the ion
chamber response changed by up to �40%, caused by
the comparatively large volume (0.125 cm3) of the
investigated chamber.
weniger als �0,5% von eins ab. Im Aufbaubereich wur-
den tiefenabhängige Korrektionen von bis zu 2% berech-
net, wenn die Positionierung der Ionisationskammer
nach DIN6800-2 berücksichtigt wurde. Eine Minimie-
rung dieser Tiefenabhängigkeit im Aufbaubereich führt
zu einer minimal anderen Positionierung als der derzeit
Empfohlenen. In Regionen des hypothetischen Feld-
rands mit Sekundärelektronengleichgewicht und großen
Dosisgradienten wurden für die untersuchte Ionisations-
kammer Störungen bis zu �40% berechnet, vor allem
hervorgerufen durch das verhältnismäßig große Volumen
der untersuchten Kammer von 0,125 cm3.
Keywords: Ion chamber dosimetry, non-reference
conditions, Monte Carlo simulations
Schlüsselwörter: Ionisationskammer-Dosimetrie,
Nicht-Referenzbedingungen, Monte-Carlo – Simula-
tionen
1. Introduction

Non-reference conditions occur whenever the require-
ments in dosimetry protocols (e.g. [1]) for the determina-
tion of absorbed dose in external radiotherapy cannot be
maintained. Geometrical non-reference conditions arise
when the field size or detector position inside the water
phantom changes. This is the case for determination of
output-factors and for measurements of relative distribu-
tions, e.g. profiles or depth dose curves. For measure-
ments with ion chambers, a possibly changed response is
usually not taken into account and therefore assumed to
be unity, thus relative distributions in photon beams are
not corrected for any change in perturbation correction
factors.

The conceptual foundation for corrections under non-
reference conditions has been included in the current DIN
6800-2 dosimetry protocol [1], but due to a lack of data
without any numerical values. The factor kNR corrects for
any change of the beam-quality correction factor kQ

whenever the field size FS, off-axis distance R, depth z
or source-surface distance SSD is altered from geometri-
cal reference (ref) conditions with

kNR ¼
kQ z;FS;R;SSDð Þ

kQ 10 cm; 10 cm � 10 cm; 0 cm; 100 cmð Þ
ð1Þ

which might be rewritten as

kNR ¼
p � sw;a

� �
non�ref

p � sw;a

� �
ref

¼
Dw=Da

� �
non�ref

Dw=Da

� �
ref

¼
fnon�ref

fref

ð2Þ

with the correction factor p as the product of the indivi-
dual perturbation correction factors for central electrode
pcel, chamber wall pwall, etc. due to the presence of the ion
chamber in the beam. In the above equation dose to water
is referred to as Dw and dose to the sensitive volume of the
ion chamber is Da.

Usually it is assumed that the chamber-dependent per-
turbation correction factor p does not change, thus the
above equation would simplify and take only changes in
Spencer-Attix restricted stopping-power ratios sw;a

between water and air into account. These have been
demonstrated to change by less than 0.3% [1] as a func-
tion of field size and ion chambers are generally used
without kNR-corrections in photon dosimetry.

There have been studies investigating the problems
associated with non-reference conditions by the use of
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, especially in the case of
small fields. Capote et al. [2] introduced so called MC
derived c-factors for ion chambers at points in small
IMRT fields, which are the equivalent of kNR. This is
one of the approaches suggested in the recently published,
general recommendations of Alfonso et al. [3] for dosime-
try of small and nonstandard fields. For primary electron
beams recent MC studies investigated the change of per-
turbation correction factors as a function of depth, reveal-
ing changes for e.g. the wall perturbation of up to �20%
in some cases [4,5]. To the authors knowledge, no corre-
sponding study on individual perturbation correction fac-
tors (i.e. pwall) for photon beams is known up to date.

In the present study the factor kNR was investigated by
means of MC simulations and by applying equation 2.
Dose to a model of a 0.125 cm3 PTW31010 thimble cham-
ber in the 6MV-X photon field of a Siemens KD2 linear
accelerator was calculated. The MC model of the linac
was matched to measurements inside a water-phantom.
Individual perturbation correction factors of the
PTW31010 were calculated and the kNR factor was deter-
mined as a function of depth for three field sizes and as a
function of the off-axis distance. The condition of charged
particle dis-equilibrium in the penumbra of a photon field
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was created with a simulation of an idealized, hypothetical
photon field boundary.
2. Methods

2.1. Monte Carlo Simulations – General

We used the EGSnrc code system to perform all simula-
tions [6]. The 0.125 cm3 PTW31010 (semiflex) thimble ion
chamber was modelled with the egspp class-library [7]
according to the manufacturers detailed specifications.
The chamber has a cylindrical sensitive air-volume
(r ¼ 0:275 cm) with a hemi-spherical tip. The chamber
wall is made of PMMA (polymethyl-metacrylat) with an
inner graphite coating and the cylindrical central electrode
is made of aluminum. The stem was completely modelled
as consisting of PMMA. We used the egs_chamber
code [8] for simulations of dose to the sensitive volume
of the ion chamber, perturbation correction factors and
reference dose to water. This code uses several variance
reduction techniques to allow an efficient simulation for
this type of investigation i.e. time needed for a certain
statistical uncertainty is reduced by a factor of up to 104

[8]. Briefly, it uses local cross section enhancement
(XCSE) to increase the probability of photons to interact
within or close to the ion chamber in the phantom. A
correlated sampling (CS) schema increases the efficiency
in simulation of dose ratios as needed for calculation of
perturbations correction factors (see section 2.4). Simila-
rily, for several ion chamber positions in the phantom the
intermediate phase-space scoring (IPSS) allows to store
particles properties whenever they enter a defined part,
e.g. a convex hull that encloses all possible ion chamber
locations. Subsequently, this phase-space is used as a
source avoiding to recalculate large fractions of the over-
all geometry that does not change between individual ion
chamber positions.

The Siemens KD2 linear accelerator head was simula-
ted in the 6MV-X photon mode with the BEAMnrc code
[9]. Technical drawings with materials and dimensions
were kindly provided by the manufacturer. The scoring
of separate phase-space files was omitted, rather the
option to compile the BEAMnrc model to a shared library
was used. Hence, the full BEAMnrc simulation served as a
particle source during simulation of ion chambers withtin
a water phantom employing the egs_chamber code.

Particle transport-thresholds for photons were set to
PCUT= 1keV and for electrons to ECUT= 521 keV
within the egs_chamber simulation and ECUT=
700 keV within the BEAMnrc simulations respectively.
The XCOM photon and the NIST Bremsstrahlungs
cross-sections were used. In the BEAMnrc simulations,
the full Bremsstrahlung angular-distribution was turned
on. Using only the leading term increases the efficiency of
BEAMnrc simulations [9], but was shown to be inaccurate
considering the calculated large profiles [10]. All other
transport-parameters were set to their defaults. Despite
the use of the mentioned variance reduction techniques
the calculation times were up to several days on a desig-
nated computer cluster, consisting of 67 desktop PCs with
Intel& Pentium& D 2.8GHz, AMDTM 64 X2 Dual Core
4200+ and Intel& CoreTM2 Q6600 2.4GHz.
2.2. Commissioning of the linear accelerator model

A set of wide open field profiles (40 cm � 40 cm) was
calculated covering the energy range of electrons hitting
the target of 5.7–6.6MeV. Spot sizes with a Gaussian
distribution and a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 1–4mm in steps of 1mm were considered. These simu-
lations included the PTW31010 ion chamber model. The
resulting cross-profiles had a statistical uncertainty of
p0.5%. The energy and spot combination which yielded
the best agreement in terms of a root mean squared
deviation to spline-interpolated, measured values was
determined. In order to validate the findings of the large
field profiles and to further improve the match to mea-
surements, the penumbra of 3 cm � 3 cm fields and depth
dose curves were investigated. The mean angular spread
was not considered, i.e. electrons were assumed to hit the
target in a parallel beam.

The ‘‘directional Bremsstrahlungs splitting’’ (DBS) var-
iance reduction technique with electron splitting was used
for the BEAMnrc simulation [11,9]. Optimal splitting
numbers in the DBS algorithm were chosen following
Kawrakow’s approach [12]. Accordingly, the efficiency
in dose calculations was maximized for each field size
simulated and the splitting numbers varied from 7750
for a 3 cm � 3 cm field to 1450 for a 40 cm � 40 cm field.
A moderate gain in efficiency (�20%) resulted compared
to the generally recommended splitting number of 1000
[11]. Splitting particles at the bottom of the accelerator
turned out to increase efficiency, since a large fraction of
calculation time is needed for the BEAMnrc part of the
simulation. Particles were splitted and thus reused
between 4 and 16 times, depending on the field size. Range
rejection, which discards electrons that cannot leave a
current region, was employed in the BEAMnrc simulation
for electrons below 2MeV.
2.3. Measurements

Comparative measurements were performed in the field of
the Siemens KD2 6MV-X photon beam at the University
of Mainz. The PTW Tandem electrometer was used in
conjunction with a MP3 water-phantom (50 cm � 60 cm
� 50 cm) at a source-surface-distance of 100 cm. Depth
dose curves, and profiles were measured and analyzed
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with the PTW-mc2 software. A reference detector
(PTW31010) was placed in the periphery of the radiation
field and used for monitoring the fluence for each set of
measurement. Each reading of the field detector
(PTW31010) current was normalized to the current of
the reference detector. The detector was positioned with
the PTW TrueFix system within the water-phantom.

2.4. Simulations within the field of the linac

The perturbation correction factors were calculated
within the photon field at different depths and off-axis
positions inside a water-phantom, according to the
dimensions of the MP3 phantom used in the measure-
ments. The dose Dw to a small cubic voxel of 1mm side-
length was simulated simultaneously to the ion chamber
dose. All calculated values were normalized to the value of
a reference field (10 cm depth on central axis and 10 cm
� 10 cm fieldsize), giving insight to the change of pertur-
bation correction factors and yielding the overall correc-
tion kNR (see eq. 1 and 2). The ion-chamber was placed
according to DIN6800-2 and as done in the measure-
ments, i.e. the chambers central axis was placed at a depth
+0.5 rcav away from the focus, where rcav is the inner
radius of the chambers cavity.

The individual correction factors for the ion chamber
were calculated as described in the following:
�
 The overall correction f ¼ Dw

Da
was calculated for single

chamber positions and different field sizes within the
phantom.

�
 The central electrode correction factor pcel was calcu-

lated as the dose ratio between the dose without the
electrode (nocel) and with electrode present (cel), i.e.

pcel ¼
Da;nocel

Da;cel
.

�
 The chamber wall correction factor pwall was calculated
as the ratio between the dose without wall (nowall) and

with a wall (and stem) present (wall) i.e. pwall ¼
Da;nowall

Da;wall
.

�
 The factor for correcting the presence of the air-filled
volume was determined with prepl ¼ pdis � pcav ¼

Dw

Da;ld
,

where Da;ld is the dose to a wall-less, water-filled cham-
ber with the density of air. The separation into indivi-
dual factors for the replacement of water pdis with the
detectors cavity and the factor pcav that corrects for
fluence changes due to the air inside the cavity was thus
omitted.

The pD-factor, correcting the cut-off energy dependence
in restricted stopping-power ratios, was assumed to be
unity and not included in the calculations [13]. The ratios
of stopping-powers sw;a between water and air were fur-
ther calculated with the SPRRZnrc code [14] of the
EGSnrc system within a region of 0.5 cm thickness and
radius within a cylindrical phantom of 50 cm depth and
25 cm radius. A cutoff-energy of D=10keV was used.
Since the SPRRZnrc code can handle only cylindrical
symmetric geometries and corresponding regions as
cylindrical shells, the jaws/MLC of the linac model were
replaced by a focussed collimator with a circle diameter
for the investigation of the factors as a function of the off-
axis position. Otherwise artefacts would have been result-
ed when using rectangular fields with circular regions.

Calculated dose values for the ion chamber and the
small reference volume were used for a w2 minimization as
proposed by Kawrakow [15] to determine the positioning
of the chamber in the build-up region that lead to the
smallest depth-dependence of overall correction f .

2.5. Perturbations in the penumbra

The strongest perturbations can be expected under condi-
tions of charged particle dis-equilibrium. An idealized
field boundary was created with a sharp beam penumbra,
which allows the investigation of behaviour of the ion
chamber under charged particle dis-equilibrium. A simple
photon spectrum of a Siemens KD2 linac [16] was used as
a source irradiating a small water-phantom (radius=5 cm
and thickness=10 cm) with a parallel, circular beam of
5 cm diameter. The detector was placed at 2.5 cm depth,
allowing for charged particle equilibrium at the field cen-
ter, and was moved within the field penumbra. Using this
idealized setup avoids long calculation times as for the full
linac source, but allows a general investigation of magni-
tude for corrections. The circular diameter of the beam
was used in conjunction with rotationally symmetric
regions in the water phantom, which have a comparatively
large volume while maintaining the spatial resolution
high. The water volume had a thickness of 0.5mm and a
width of 0.5mm as well and its geometrical center of mass
was assumed to represent the dose to a point.

The perturbation correction factors were calculated as
described in the previous section, although they were not
normalized. An alternative expression for the influence of
the ion chamber on measured dose is a penumbra broad-
ening of the relative dose profile. The broadening of the
80–20% penumbra of the idealized field due to the
PTW31010 was calculated by comparing the slope calcu-
lated for the small volume of water and for the ion
chamber model.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Commissioning and validation of the linac model

The best match for the large open profiles was achived at
6.0MeV primary energy of the electrons hitting the target
and 2mm FWHM. The spot size of the primary electron
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Figure 1. Calculated (symbols) and measured (solid line) relative dose distributions in the 6MV-X photon beam of the Siemens KD2

accelerator for fieldsizes of 40 cm � 40 cm (a) and 3 cm � 3 cm (b) in depths of 1.7, 5, 10 and 20 cm depth. Calculated dose values

included the model of the ion chamber (PTW31010) and are normalized to the central axis maximum. The energy of the primary

electron beam hitting the target was 6.0MeV and the spot size 2mm (FWHM). The insert in (b) shows further the influence of

changed spot size of the primary electrons hitting the target for the simulation of the profile in 1.7 cm depth. In (c) a comparison of

the build-up region is shown for three field sizes. The statistical uncertainty of the simulated values was p0:5%.
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beam was further adjusted taking small fields into account
including the PTW31010 ion chamber. The simulated
profiles in a 3 cm � 3 cm field and 1.7 cm depth revealed
the best match to measurements for a 2mm spot-size
(FWHM). Simulated depth dose curves of 3 cm � 3 cm
were used to calculate depth dose curves for varying mean
energy. The best agreement in terms of mean difference
p0.5% could be achieved with a primary energy of
6.0MeV. For field sizes of 10 cm � 10 cm and 40 cm � 40
cm the same agreement was achieved.
It is worth to note, that the mass density of the steel as

specified by the manufacturer initially used in the flatten-
ing filter geometry did not allow a match of depth dose
and cross profiles. A comparison to DIN EN standards of
steel [17] revealed a discrepancy of � 3.7% in the density
for this specific type, which corresponds to a decrease of
�0.3 g/cm3 from the specified approximately r=8.2 g/
cm3. As stated by Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [18], the
density needs to be known better than 0.1 g/cm3 to match
off-axis factors accurately. It was therefore decided to use
the value of r=7.9 g/cm3 according to the DIN EN
standard.

Figure 1 shows the comparison between simulated and
measured relative dose distributions within the field of the
Siemens 6MV-X linac. Considering the cross profiles,
there is a good agreement for most of the calculated
doses within 1mm/1%. Larger deviations occurred for
some points of the 40 cm � 40 cm field within the
penumbra, presumably due to problems in modelling the
jaws/MLC for these large field sizes. Deviations were
also observable at points outside the field. In Figure 1(b)
the influence of different spot sizes on the slope of the
3 cm � 3 cm is illustrated: the smaller the spot size, the
steeper the slope of the profile.

As shown in Figure 1(c) within the build-up region an
agreement of measured and simulated dose within
70.2mm could be achieved for all field sizes. The overall
agreement of the measured and simulated dose can be
considered as accurate, taking the generally requested and
the achievable accuracy (e.g. detector positioning) in
radiotherapy into account. The linear accelerator model
was therefore accepted as realistic enough for the investi-
gation of kNR.

3.2. Calculations within the field of the linac

3.2.1. Depth-dose curves and profiles

In Figure 2(a) the calculated kNR factors for the
PTW31010 are shown as a function of depth for three
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field-sizes and in Figure 2(b) as a function of the off-axis
distance in the 40 cm � 40 cm field in two depths. The
resulting total correction factor kNR for the 3 cm � 3 cm
field in Figure 2(a) changes by �-0.5% and does not
exceed unity by more than 0.00370.0025. For the other
two field sizes no significant change as a function of depth
is observable within the statistical uncertainties of
p0.2–0.3%. Still, kNR in total is slightly less than unity
for the 40 cm � 40 cm field. Likewise, the factor kNR

changes only by a small amount as function of the off-
axis distance in the 40 cm � 40 cm field and is �0.995 at
the depth of maximum.

In Figure 3(a) and 3(b) the individual perturbation
correction factors and the stopping-power ratios are
shown as a function of depth for two field sizes. The
single values are normalized to the value at reference
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Table 1

Needed shifts as result of the w2 minimization according to

Kawrakow [15], given in mm added to the already applied shift

of 0.5 rcav. Further the resulting total shift in times rcav (with

rcav=2.75 mm) is shown. Uncertainty on last digits is shown in

parenthesis.

square field size additional shift

away from focus

total shift
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conditions, i.e. 10 cm depth in the 10 cm � 10 cm field. The
decreasing stopping-power ratio between water and air in
the 3 cm � 3 cm field is the result of the increased mean
energy of the particles due to the beam hardening
pronounced in the smaller field size. Irrespective of this
spectral change, the wall and central electrode correction
factors stay nearly constant as a function of depth, both
differing from their values in the reference field by only
�0.1%. The relative prepl factor is slightly larger than unity
for shallow depths and decreases with increasing depth.

The stopping-power ratios are almost insignificantly
increased in the 40 cm � 40 cm field compared to the
value in the reference field. The pwall perturbation is larger
than in the reference field, the pcel perturbation is smaller
respectively. Both factors change by �1% with depth.
While the relative pwall factor increases since the low
energy particles are absorbed partially in the chamber
wall, the low energy, scattered photons interact in the
central electrode made of aluminum and create secondary
electrons, causing a decrease of the pcel factor in turn.
Hence, due to the opposite variation of both factors kNR

as a function of depth changes moderately within
70.2–0.3% statistics (see Figure 3(b)).

Figure 3(c) shows the relative perturbation correction
factors and the stopping-power ratios as a function of
distance from the central axis. In the depth of maximum
(1.7 cm). The wall perturbation correction pwall changes
marginally by �-0.1%. This is in contrast to the findings
of Dohm et al. [19], who measured and calculated a
�2.5% change in response of the same chamber type in
a Elekta 6MV-X photon beam at the depth of dose-
maximum. This discrepancy might be attributed to the
type of accelerator used in the study of Dohm et al. [19], or
more likely caused by a change of response of TLD
detectors which they used for comparison. Further, their
calculated values for the pwall perturbation correction
factor, which they addressed the changed response to,
were based on the Almond-Svensson formulation (see
e.g. [1]), which has been shown to be inaccurate (see e.g.
[20]). The largest change in the profile is obviously caused
by the variation in the stopping-power ratios.

The above results point out, that the concept for a
correction factor kNR is theoretically justified, but the
resulting corrections are small within a photon field. Due
to the subtle construction of commonly used ion cham-
bers, the influence due to chamber dependent perturba-
tion correction factors pwall and pcel compensates each
other to a large degree at large fields, where a large
fraction of low energy scattered photons is present.
(cm) (mm) times rcav

3 0.16 (4) 0.56 (1)

10 0.16 (6) 0.56 (2)

40 0.22 (5) 0.58 (2)

40 (no electrode) 0.13 (4) 0.55 (1)

40 (bare cavity) 0.07 (5) 0.52 (2)
3.2.2. Build-up region

Figure 4 shows the perturbation correction factors within
the build-up region of the 10 cm� 10 cm field. The central
electrode correction pcel varies within �1.5%, the wall
correction increases likely by �1%. In comparison, the
correction prepl changes only by a small amount. The main
influence due to the replacement of water with the cavity’s
air is nearly compensated by the positioning of the
chamber 0.5 rcav away from the focus.

The resulting correction of kNR is depth dependent and
in the order of 2%. This depth dependency can be inter-
preted as a wrong positioning of the ion chamber. A w2

minimizing as proposed by Kawrakow [6] was therefore
applied to the calculated doses inside the ion chamber and
the small reference volume. Table 1 presents the result for
this w2 minimizing for various field sizes. For calculation
only the build-up region was used, i.e. depth from 0.3 cm
to 2.0 cm. Further it was calculated for the bare cavity
and an ion chamber without the wall as well in
the 40 cm � 40 cm. Note that the shift of 0.5 rcav
recommended by the DIN6800-2 was already included in
the simulations.

The resulting small additional shifts of tenths of a
millimeter can be regarded as clinically irrelevant. Still,
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they demonstrate, that the assumed shift of 0.5 rcav is a
fairly good approximation for relative depth dose curves,
but varies with field size and construction of the ion
chamber as discussed by Kawrakow [15] and hence a
universal shift for this chamber cannot be given.
3.3. Perturbations in the penumbra

In Figure 5 the individual correction factors are shown in
the penumbra of the idealized field boundary. The central
electrode perturbation correction factor pcel decreases
close to the boundary and is increased beyond it, since
electrons are absorbed in the metal central electrode
which otherwise still could cross the cavity and deposit
their energy. Within the field this loss of electrons is
compensated by the generation of secondary electrons
inside the electrode, but outside the field the fluence of
photons is too small. The wall perturbation correction
factor pwall increases outside the field boundary, since due
to its higher density more low energy electrons are
absorbed in it, rising the ratio of dose without and with
electrode. Although discussed to be of limited meaning
under charged-particle dis-equilibrium by Seuntjens and
Verhaegen [21], the stopping-power ratios are shown in
Figure 5, changing by less than 1%.

The largest contribution to the overall perturbation is
caused by the finite volume and the perturbation of elec-
tron fluence by it. The total correction f is dominated by
the prepl perturbation correction factor and changes by
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Figure 5. Individual perturbation correction factors and the f -fac

The primary photon beam incident on the small phantom ends at 2

error-bars are smaller than the symbols in most cases. Mind the m

ordinate.
�740%. A similar effect has been described and found
by Capote et al. [2].

The calculated broadening of the 80–20% penumbra
was 2.7mm and is thus large compared to other types of
detectors or ion chambers with smaller dimensions. If the
detector itself would not have been included in the calcu-
lation of penumbra, the good match of calculated and
measured profiles as shown in Figure 1(b) could not have
been achieved. The influence of changing the primary
electrons spot-size is comparable to the broadening of
the penumbra due to its volume.
4. Conclusion

The calculated individual factors and the recently intro-
duced factor kNR in DIN6800-2 for non-reference condi-
tions kNR turn out to be small for photon beams. From
the results presented the conclusion can be drawn, that as
long as charged particle equilibrium is maintained, the
kNR corrections to be expected are within �70.5%, at
least for the investigated ion chamber and the linear
accelerator, i.e. beam quality. In the build-up region
higher corrections might be necessary or a different place-
ment of the ion chamber deviating from the commonly
used 0.5 rcav concept. Preliminary investigations lead to
the assumption that for higher energy photon beams a
similar magnitude of kNR can be expected.

Whenever charged particle dis-equilibrium arises and
steep gradients exist, the corrections might be much lar-
ger, dominated by the volume of the ion chamber and the
ition / cm
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.5 cm. The statistical uncertainty is shown for all values, but the

ore than ten-fold different scaling of the left and right axis of the
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replacement of water with the air of the cavity. It is
questionable if the application of an individual correction
factor kNR as given in DIN 6800-2 is usable, since it will
presumably depend on more than just the geometric para-
meters given in equation 1, such as the spot-size of the
primary electron beam hitting the target (see inset in
Figure 1(b)). This was recently demonstrated to be of
importance for the estimation of total scatter factors in
small fields of the Cyber-knife therapy machine [22].

For relative dosimetry of small fields (p3 cm � 3 cm)
other types of detectors such as diodes might be more
appropriate due to their much smaller sensitive volumes.
Still, as recommended by the AAPM TG106 report [23]
‘‘... one should compare it with ion chamber measurements
to confirm its correct operation and accuracy in data’’.
Sauer and Wilbert [24] used the comparison of diodes
with ion chambers to correct their energy dependence.
This requires the factor kNR actually to equal unity, which
is difficult to verify. According to AAPM TG106, the
general goal in relative dosimetry for beam data acquisi-
tion are measurement errors below 7 1%. This can only
be fulfilled, when kNR actually is below 1% which is
assumed to be true for ion chambers used without any
corrections. As this study demonstrated, the MC simula-
tions confirm these assumptions as long as charged parti-
cle equilibrium is present.

The MC derived values of this study clearly ignore
other effects, which might occur under non-reference
conditions. Differing dose-rates at different depths or
due to differing source-surface distances might lead to
changes in the saturation or polarity effects [1].

It must be noted, that the uncertainties of the calculated
values shown in the figures represent only statistical
uncertainties. Due to the ratios taken, most of type B
uncertainties should cancel out. Still, uncertainties in
cross-sections are still limiting the application of any
MC derived correction factor.
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